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luxman's new flagship t-590AX Mlfll integrated

amplifis 100[s 1etr0 - but its sound is right up-t0date, says Jon Myles.

or music lovers back in the

plagued some cheaper amplifiers

late 1970s and early 1980s

of the time. No wonder the name

Luxman was an aspira-

Luxman became a by-word for

tional hifi amplifier brand

quality.

a beautifully-built slice of
japanese exotica festooned

though, the company managed

to
it made an ill-iudted

with buttons and featuring just about

lose its way as

every facility /ou could want.And
Luxmans sounded Sood at a time
when this wasn't guaranteed by other

foray into the budget end of the
market - a move that cost it dear,

brands.

apart from its home market ofJapan
as it soughr to rebuild its reputation.
Since 2009, though, the firm has
enjoyed something a renaissance

Predorninantiy Class A operation
meant an inherently smooth sound
with none of the sonic nasties that

10

Somewhere along the road
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Lrrxman withdrew from all territories

under a partnership with the IAG
audio group.
So much so that I gave the
Luxman L-550AX integrated amplifi er
our full nve tlobes back in the July
2015 issue of Hi-FiWorld, it was so

tood.
Now there's a new flagship
model in Luxman's inteSrated ranSe
in the shape of the L-590AX l'lKll.
Priced at 16495 it's essentially a stepup from the L-550AX (which still
remains in the range) offering greater

power and upgraded components.

REVIEW

Not that you'd immediately
notice it from the exterior as the
new L-590AX MKll mirrors the L550AX in terms of design - meaning
it resembles those battleship-trade
Far-East amplifiers many of us lusted
over way back when. So iCs big and
with an army of buttons on
the fascia below two big, illuminated
power meters.As you expect, it is
glossy

beautifully made and finished, the
rotary controls moving with silky
precision.
Features include a switchable
Ml4/MC phono stage, bass and treble
controls, a loudness button, line
straighq balance control, two pairs of
switchable loudspeaker outputs, Plus
a high-quality headphone circuit.
Round the back are the Phono

inputs for a turntable, four linelevel inputs, and two balanced XLR
line inputs.A well-finished and
admirably easy to use remote control
completes the package.The onlY
thint missing is any form of digital
input;this is an all-analogue amplifier.
Not surprisingly, with all these
features the L-590AX l4Kll is bi8,
measuring l93mm x 440mm x
463mm (H/W/D) and weighing
just over 28kg - heavy.You'll need
a decent siz€d rack with plenty

of clearance for the top-mounted
ventilation grilles.
These are essential as the
amplifier operates mainly in Class
A, meaninS it gets warm to the
touch after a while - although never
enough to cause discomfort or burn.
Luxman says the L-590AX l4Kll
is a pure Class A design - although
this isn't strictly accurate. lnstead
it is Class A up to 3owatts from
where it moves into Class B to Sive
a quoted peak Power Performance
of some 160 Vvatts (see Measured
Performance).
To be fait though, you'd have to
be using this amplifier in a ballroom
the size of the Strictly Come Dancing
set with a pair of pretty insensitive
loudspeakers to get anylvhere near
pushing

it to its limits into Class

B

operation.
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Internatty, the Luxman L-1qOAX Mkll demonstrates this company's immaculate
buitd quality and attention to detail. At lower centre is the mains transfomer
and above it rows of circular smoothing capacitors of the power supply. At left
and right are targe heatsinks to keep the output transistors cool under Class A
operation.
loudspeakers (see review Hi-Fi

World lYay 2016) and queuin€
up'Whole Lotta Love' from Led
Zeppelin 11, flrst impressions were of
a smooth, rich sound with plenty of
clarity and life.
The bass line was punchy and
tuneful but never overly'dominant.
Above that Jimmy Page's classic

guitar riff stopped and started with
no sense of smear while Robeft

Plant! vocals had lovely purity.

It may be a transistor amplifier
but Class A operation means there's
none of the hash or slight blurring of
detail. lnstead the Luxman iust cuts

ritht to the very heart of the

music.

Coltrane's'One
Down, One Up; Live AtThe Half
Note' and the drums, piano,
saxophone and double bass were all
rnchored in their own instrumental
space, stage left and right, even the
sound of the audience's converPlaying John

brought timint to the fore. lke and
Tina Turner's 'River Deep, Mountain
High' and Phil Spector's orchestral

wall of sound production swelled
from the 'speakers.The Luxman kept
a firm grip on the Spendor! twin
l2-inch bass drivers to create a giant
soundstate in front
of me.
Switchint
from the
-;6s

aa

Spendors to
the new Opera
Prima standpoint
loudspeaker (see
review lhis issue)
was interesting.
They reqLrire
more Power than
the Spendors to
come on sonS
and obviously
because of

sations and clinking Slasses coming

-

through loud and clear between
tracks.This isn't the clearest or
most high-fidelity of recordings but
through the Luxman that ceased to
be a concern, the amplifier dredginS
up every last bit of detail.
That clarity extended to
whatever I played and was combined
with an innate musicality that

absolute low-end

enSaginS manner.

Connecting it to a pair of
Spendor's

bit

SP200 Classic

a
a

The remote
even has
a Mono
button to
,essen hiss

on LPs.

a

their

equipped and bedecked with

of music-making in a thoroughly

aa
aaa
lr.

smaller cabinet

The Luxman may be handsomely
controls - but at its heart it is a
wonderfully no-nonsense performer.
This is one piece of equipment
that simply gets on with the job
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do not have the

authority of the
Spendors. But pairing lhem together
introduced a certain syner$/.
The low-end on John Campbell's
rendition of'Down lnThe Hole'
was firm and potent, providing a
solid foundation for the guitar and
raspint vocals which Sive so much
JUNE 2llI6
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REVIEW

atmosphere to the track-This is
where the Luxman really shines - it's
happy enough powering a pair of
tiant standmount loudspeakers but
adds life to small standmounts.
This was all with the Line
Straight mode entaSed to by-pass
the rone controls. Switching them
in lcould gently tailor bass and
treble. I did find there was a sliSht
loss in absolute detail. but they were
useful in taminS some of brightest
recordings I have. Oasis's'Live
Forever', for example, benefitted by
havint the sear'ng treble dimanished.
They are there, can be used if
needed but left out if not.
Movint on to vinyl through
the bualt-in phonostage it was
clear this also is no mere cosmetic
addition.lt shares the same overall
tonal clarity as the line-level inputs
with an extremely low noise floor.
Playing Leonard Cohen's'First We
Take Manhattan' there was body
and depth to the vocals whjle

the electronic backint track had
weight and

definition.

Also

noriceable was a refreshing absence
of backtround noise.l've heard some
standalone phonostages costint a
tood third of the Luxman's total

The rear panel of the Luxman shows the range of inputs available - balanced
XLR sockets at right, plus unbalanced RCAS including a single switched MMIMC
input at fat left, Gold plated speaker teminals accept bare wires, spades and
4mm banana plugs,
price which don't sound as good
- which just goes to show how good
in ever/ area this package is.
But that's the beauty of the
L-590AX MKll. h seems to do
ever/thing very well without
drawinS too much attention to itsell
lnstead it just enables music to flow
in a purely effortless way.Yes, itt
reminiscent of Japanese amplifiers
from the 1970s in terms of both
looks and features bur its sound is
ritht up-to-date, being both vibrant
and utterly involving. ln short, this is

one piece of equipment that cannor
fail to put a smile on your face.
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The original L-550AX was a very
good amplifier by market standards.
But Luxman have taken all its
essential elements and improved

on them for the flagship L-590AX
l'1Kll.lt has more power and detail
yet retains the same easy-8oing
musicality and foot-tapping sound.
Itt an absolute gem, to both look at
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ll produced 90

shelf loss of -0.2d8. whilst the MC input

Disc {MIWMG}

Watts into 8 ohms and 156 Watts into 4

was the opposite. with a similar amoum

Frequercyresponse 6]lz.20kllz

ohms, Working substantially into Class

oI lower frequency lift below 1kHz.

A it passes a lot of cuffent throuqh the

Subsonic cut from the optional Subsonic

output stages and gets quite hot after

filter was extreme, rolling olf deep bass

luxman L-590AX

IMK

a while, independent of whether it is

fast below 60Hz

producinq music or oot. All the same, this

bass as wall as

is plenty enough power to go very loud

drastic.

irespective of loudspeakers or room sizeDistortion was low at alllevels,

(-ldBl, cunailinq d€ep

warps'somewhat

Phono sensitivity msasured MM
tor low output MC cartridges. With

was a rise to 0.2% or so at very low

low equivalent input noise value

outputs, below 1 watt

A weighted) of 0. 1 ?pV MC hiss was

-

a little crossover

Line input sensitivity was high, just

0.050,6

3/0.3mV
12l12ol/'lU

FFEQUENCY RESPONSE MC

TUXMAN L.sS()AX

MKll f6495

(tEC

cooco

minimal; this is iust 3,5d8 higherthan
iopot t.anstomers I 0.089V)-

180mV trom both the unbalaoced phono

0UTSTANDING - amongst

the best.

The L-590AX MK ll measured well

lt is powerful, runs heavily
lt ha$

socket inputs and the balanced XLR

in all areas.

inputs, so the unit matches all outside

in Class A and has low distortion,

sourcSs with ease.

a very good moviog coil {MC} cartddge

Frequency response lDirectl

87dB

.87/-68d8

3mV and MC 0,3mV the latter suitable

although at hiqh frequencies there

distortion.

Stparation
Noiso
Distortion
Sensitiviry
ovorload

inpln stage with high gain and low noise

measured flat from 3Hzto 52kHz, so this

that will suit €xpensive MC cartridg€s.

is a wideband amplifier, The tone controls

NX

VERDICT
Class A operation, retro looks
and a host ol Jeaturcs add up
to one ol lhe best integrated
amplifiers you can buy at the

DISTORTION

p

ce,

gave +/-8dB lift or cut and reasonably

FOB

good resolution, although subtle levels

-

of change of zdB or so needed very liule
control movement.

lift

extremes.
The MM and MC phono stages

lrM

90watt8

and cut acted over

a wide frequency band centred at I kHz;
tho controls don't adjust just spsctrum

differed slightly,

Powei

gave an essentally

-N4|VI/MC phonostage

!

CD uoerhux.
Frequency tesponso

fooltapping sound detail

AGAINST

3[z-52kil2

Separalion
Noisc
Distortion

.105d8

Sensitivw

l80mV

- looks might not be to
everyone s taste

87dB
0.04%

IAG UK

+44

(01 r 480 447700

flat r€sponse with just a small of bass
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